
THE FENS OVERVIEW  
  

The Fens is a wetland territory in the southwest of the region. It formed in a valley at the 
southern foot of the Solem Mountain range. The low nutrient soil makes it a notoriously harsh 
territory for plant and animal life. Deep deposits of mud and crun (basically peet) can swallow up 
animals. In spite of the odds, beautifully adapted plants and animals have made this place their 
home. Crossing The Fens is ill advised for most delm (humanoids). The unsure footing is 
treacherous. The people of The Fens settled this territory because of desperation. Over the 
years they learned how to live in The Fens and fashioned wide shoes using branches, grass, 
and the petals of the lum flower to walk on the mud. A rich and unique culture sprang up in 
Versh, the Fen people’s capital. It offered a new dye industry that took advantage of the vibrant 
colorants of their natural resources and a tourist culture that helped others cross the territory 
safely. People from Seacoast Peninsula and Saylor often visit here in search of natural beauty 
or as merchants purchasing dyes. The Fens remain one of the most beautiful territories in the 
known parts of the world and boasts one of the most dangerous ecosystems south of Solem.  

 
 

 
 

 

FLORA 
GROUND COVER 

The ground cover in The Fens is comprised of three primary plants: crun moss, sey’pas 
grass and rue reed.  

Crun moss (like peat moss) makes up the majority of the undergrowth in The Fens. The 
death of this moss has built up the land with a dark soil. When this soil is dried out, it can be 
burnt as a fuel called av”eral. When the incarnate Gabriel established his nation, this resource 
became exceptionally valuable.  

The waxy pink sey”pas grass, covers the wetlands and is a famously beautiful and 
versatile resource. The people who live there use its fibers in their clothing and for making rope. 
It is also used like straw in mud wall construction.  

Rue reed is a stalky plant with hollow core (much like short bamboo). It has broad bright 
green and red leaves that grow from the top of the stalk. The plant lines the banks of waterways 
and fish dwelling pools. It is carnivorous and grows a bulbus heart tuber under the soil. 
Tube-like roots grow from the heart and extend into the water. Curious fish will swim into the 
tubes and be unable to back themselves out.  
 
LUM FLOWER 

The most famously important resource in The Fens is the lum flower. These brilliantly 
blue and red flowers are the foundation of much of the ecosystem. They can grow anywhere 
from a foot to three feet tall and have three broad petals with a fourth fan like petal that protests 
its pistil and stamen.  

These large flowers produce a powerful sweet smell and a delicious nectar which is 
stored in the large gourd like stem. Its bright coloration and scent make it detectable to 



pollinators from long distances. The small creatures called darts are the most prolific pollinators 
and dependents of the lum flower. 

The flowers do not photosynthesize for energy and are not carnivorous. Instead they 
found a unique way to survive by growing on top of a decaying corpse and metabolizing sunlit 
into enzymes to break down the body.  

Relying on the corpse of another creature is unsustainable for long periods of time. 
Therefore, these flowers grow and reproduce very rapidly, only living six to eight weeks 
depending on the size of the corpse. Their position as ecosystem foundations congregate 
animals that drink their nectar and predators around them. This ensures that there are always 
plenty of dead things nearby for their seeds to grow on.  

The ebb and flow of the ecosystem is paced by this relationship. Bad years for lum 
flowers cause many of the larger predators to starve and die leaving new bodies for the flower 
to grow on the next year.  

The broad petals of the flower are used by the people of The Fens in clothing, tools, 
footwear, hut construction and pretty much everything else. The nectar from the flowers is high 
in nutrients and has an energizing effect that they have been able to concentrate through 
alchemy. Warriors of The Fens use this to increase their endurance while fighting and is one of 
the reasons they are as feared as they are.  

Villages in The Fens plant and grow a garden of these flowers just outside their 
dwellings. The muddy waters are not safe for drinking and nectar must be collected every day in 
order to hydrate the people. This is done by drilling a tap into the base of the flower. It is 
important to only take a gallon or less from a flower every day.  

Despite the beauty and usefulness of the flower, they have a sinister nature about them. 
delmarie and dumaria report feeling uncomfortable around them. Many even believe that the 
spirit of the flower’s host corpse lives in it and can whisper to animals. Because of this, it has 
earned the nicknames “The Haunted Flower” and “The Whispering Flower.” Great spiritual 
significance is given to these flowers by the shamen of The Fens. 
 
NYEG TREE 

The nyeg trees are among the only wooded plants that can survive in this region. This is 
because they are carnivorous. The tree has large porous growths on its branches. These 
growths are each a sort of stomach full of a potent acid. Brilliant red fronds grow from the pores 
and emite a sticky fluid. The genius of the nyeg tree is that it mimics the lum flower's red color 
so perfectly to deceive its prey. Prey that mistake the fronds for the stigma of the lum flower 
become stuck and are slowly carried down into the stomachs where they are dissolved.  

The nyeg catches darts that climb its trunk to check out the red fronds and birds. Its most 
common catch is the Fris bird. These brightly colored birds are the perfect size for the tree to 
consume and are highly dependent on lum flowers for hydration.  

While nyeg trees grow very far apart as to not compete with one another for prey, these 
trees do tend to congregate around lum flowers. These areas have the greatest abundance of 
animal activity.  



The people of the Fens have a rich culture of performance and believe that performing 
under these trees enriches the actors' performances. Many even carve the symbol of the tree 
onto a cookie of wood taken from the tree. These are a type of good luck charm for performers.  

While the people of the Fens believe it to be a great crime to kill a nyeg tree, they will 
harvest fronds and branches for the creation of some tools and huts. The acid it uses to dissolve 
its prey has many applications and is often used to create dyes.  

Its gnarly appearance is ominous to some, but the undeniably graceful composition of its 
branches is something that has fascinated poets and artists alike. With long red fronds the 
reach upward and a purplish-gray bark, the tree earned the nickname “The Diva Tree.”  
 

 
 

FAUNA 
DART 

Darts are small two legged creatures with pointed raptorial arms for climbing, digging, 
and defense. They primarily live off of the nectar of the lum flower. With a proboscis hidden 
inside their snout they can climb the flowers and reach down into its gourd like body to drink the 
nectar. Some will also puncture small holes in the base of the gourd to give them access to the 
inside. They have long tails that they can curl or extend for balance. Males have three feathers 
on their back used for warding off smaller predators and for their mating display.  

Darts are the lowest creature on the food chain of the fens and are heavily preyed upon 
by yrel, chen, and the delm inhabitants of the land. They primarily survive by running and 
reproducing. Darts mate yearly in the late parts of solethir (summer). They hibernate for the cold 
season for the gestation period and then give birth as soon as the weather starts to warm. 
Litters can range from two to fourteen babies.  

Darts make nests around the roots of sey”pas grass growing in drier soil. They will line 
the inside of the nest with harvested grass and moss. When they hibernate, they will drink as 
much nectar as they possibly can and regurgitate it on clumps of moss in their nests. This forms 
a crystalline coating over the insides of the nest. Pregnant female darts will wake up periodically 
throughout hibernation to lick at these crystals to replenish nutrients before falling back asleep. 

Darts live in small packs headed by a single male. Packs may have as many as six 
females. Once the babies are grown they will be driven out to go and join or form their own 
packs with offspring of other groups. Young males will seek to court as many young females as 
possible with dance like displays of their feathers or drive an older male away from its pack.  

 
FRIS 

The Fris are small green and purple birds that make up the majority of the arial life in 
The Fens. They have long necks and are easily identifiable by a ribbon-like crest on their heads. 
They have a wide fanning tail with a longer middle feather with a diamond tip.  

These birds primarily eat insects in the air and spend almost no time on the ground. 
However, they do need lum flowers for extra hydration and nutrients and will stop at them often 
throughout the day to rest and drink.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=189F3G69JB1pMmKaaudERzRu5mK6oHuT5AVhXbc1RxtE


Fris have no natural animal predators. However, the nyeg tree has adapted to be able to 
consume them for its own sustenance. The tree imitates lum flowers so when a fris looks to rest 
it may mistake the tree for the flower and be captured in its snare.  
 
YREL 

The Yrel are tentacle covered invertebrates that have adapted to live in the mud and 
water of The Fens. Yrel have a slug-like body with a long neck and a head with a gaping mouth. 
They have two fore-facing tusk tentacles that are for feeling and tasting beneath their neck, six 
eye tentacles on their back, two long runner tentacles, nine rear feeler tentacles, and four 
grabber arms attached to their heads. These creatures are aquatic predators and range 
between 1 and 3 feet long when fully grown. They breathe through two organs near the rear 
tentacles. On its head, there are stiffer structures that it uses to imitate a type of water grass. 
When these are agitated it will emerge from the mud to strike with surprising speed. Pery caught 
by a Yrel are wrapped in its neck and tusk tentacles while it latches on and drinks its blood.  

 
THE CHEN 

The chen is the terror of The Fens. They are amphibian-like ambush predators with a 
long, flat, neck and a grass lure on its head. Four powerful grabbing/feeding arms rest on top of 
the head, disguised by the grass lure. Their mouths are round and open to reveal rows of sharp 
teeth. Chen bodies are rounded and mostly only exist to hold its enormous two back legs. On 
their chest are six insect-like appendages with pointed feet. These can be used to position its 
neck or dig into the soil so that it can bury it’s neck on a river bank. Their grasshopper-like back 
legs are designed to be able to pull backwards better than walk forwards. They have a large 
heel tallon that allows them to dig into the soft soil of the banks and waterway floors. This aids 
them as their ambush strategy is to strike prey and pull them into the water. Chen have a short 
tail with a larger bulge section at the end of it. This part of the body houses a gill-like organ that 
allows it to breath water. Having them on the tail allows it to keep its head above water without 
having to hold its breath. This being said, a chen can hold its breath out of water for up to 7 
minutes. At the end of the tail is a substantial hook-like tallon that it can use to dig into the mud 
while trying to pull larger prey in.  

Chen are as tall as most delmarie while standing in their usual stance. They can reach 
12 feet in length with 6 feet of that being accounted for by their neck. While they do not weigh as 
much as other creatures due to their slight bone structure, they are very muscular.  

When ambushing, a chen will locate a lum flower or nyeg tree near a body of water. It 
will hide under the surface of the water and extend its long neck up toward the plant. It can dig a 
small trough to hide the neck and the coloration of their body acts as good camouflage in mud. 
It will raise a series of feeler appendages that appear deceptivaly like sey”pas grass. Creatures 
that congregate around the plants may disturb these feelers and find themselves grabbed by its 
four spiked grabber arms and dragged into the chen’s mouth.  

They rely on this ambush method for most of its hunting. This is largely because chen do 
not have traditional sight. Instead they have an exceptional sense of taste that acts almost like a 
sense of smell and can detect its prey from as far as 12 feet away in air and 6 underwater. This 
however can be a significant weakness as once they have bitten a target, they can not locate 



any other threats around them. Delm use this to their advantage by hunting chen in groups and 
throwing a dart onto their lure to draw it out.  

Chen will occasionally change their hunting ground to a new lum or nyeg but they move 
very slowly when not attacking. Their lack of good long distance navigation makes them clumsy 
and they have to pick their movements carefully or they will run into a bank.  

A chen lives primarily off of darts as they are abundant and easily fooled by the lure. 
However, they can take down large creatures with other tactics. A chen can latch on with its 
grabber appendages and teeth and drag it toward the water. It will attempt to wrap its neck 
around it as well as grab it with its six chest arms for extra control. Then it will dig its tail into the 
mud and try and pull the creatures head under the water to drown it. These fights can last hours 
or be over in minutes depending on the creature it is grabbing.  

The delm living in The Fens fear these creatures as it can take many to fight one off. 
Chen that have discovered delm settlements often set up on the banks near their boats in hopes 
of scoring. Rescuing a delm from a chen rarely works and those that live often die from the bite 
and puncture wounds left from its grab. The fear of these creatures is so great that mercenaries 
are often hired to hunt them down. The Versh defence guild was originally formed to fight these 
creatures.  

 
 

 

SETTLEMENT 
 
Civilization in the fens began in Versh. Impoverished settlers in search of land traveled 

west, out of the prosperous eastern lands, in hopes of making a life for themselves. However 
with the Tribe of Three Hundred to the south and the harsh Solemn Mountain range to the north, 
the only way west was through The Fens. Unfortunately, the settlers were unable to pass the 
mud and water. They camped out along the banks of the Kahv river as the winter set in.  

Trapped, they had to build huts from the mud and rue reeds native to the region. When 
the summer came, many were dead and those who remained were not provisioned to travel. 
They stayed there and built up their little camp.  

They learned to hunt and farm in the wetlands. They learned to craft with natural 
resources of the Fens. The invention of bog shoes allowed them to walk into the Fens without 
sinking and rafts allowed them to traverse the waterways.  

By the end of the dry season, they decided to stay where they were. The once small 
camp was named Versh and the people of Versh would grow in numbers and populate the 
wetlands of the Fens.  

In the years to come, The Fens would become a hub of tourism and the center of the 
dye and av”eral fuel industries.  
 

 

 



ECONOMY  
 
Versh is a rich cultural destination as well as a pivotal stop for anyone wishing to travel 

further west. They have made themselves into an indispensable travel industry by ferrying and 
guiding travelers through the dangerous lands. This industry has boomed even more since the 
discovery of magery out past Oskowav  

Their primary exports are dyes made from pigments and acids of the wetland plants. 
Lum Red is the most valuable of the dyes and is made from the filament of the lum flower and 
the slime of the yrel. The industry uses the acid of the Nyeg tree to dissolve plant and animal 
mixtures into a solution and then distilling out the acid.  

Versh is also a destination for healers and alchemists as the properties of the Lum flower 
offer many alchemical effects to those who learn its properties. Versh has one of the most 
famous healer halls in the world, Vi Vort. 

Av”eral later becomes a valuable resource mined in The Fens. Av”eral is a fuel made 
from dried crun moss. Once Gabriel establishes the nation, much of The Fens’ inhabitants turn 
to producing this fuel for the rise of industrial industry in the east.  
 

 

THE WARRIOR OF THE FENS 
 
The first settlers of The Fens were impoverished delmarie and dumrii farmers in search 

of land. They came with their tools and their livestock but not weapons. The Fens are a harsh 
and unforgiving region. Preditors and descendants of the Great Beasts lay preserved in the 
mud, dormant. Combat soon became a way of life as the settlers were forced to defend 
themselves and their villages. The role of the warriors in this region is to protect settlements and 
hunters as they venture out into the wetlands hunting darts or chen.  

To organize and train warriors for this purpose, a guild was formed in Versh. The guild 
trains and equips warriors for fighting and surviving in the dangerous wetlands. It also serves as 
a form of government over the settlements in The Fens and dispatches warriors to protect them. 
In return, settlements pay tribute to the guild. 

The guild warriors wield specialized weaponry to suit their needs. The spear, a fishing 
tool made into a weapon, is the most important tool in their arsenal. Most of the time, these 
warriors will be fighting chen, amphibian-like ambush predators with necks up to eight feet long. 
Keeping them at a distance is crucial. The Ta”rhee, a long rope with a weight at the end is often 
used as an off-hand weapon. It is used to lasso enemies and pull them towards the warrior’s 
spear. This is a highly valuable asset as the footing they fight on is not always stable and 
opportunities to rush in for a kill are not always available. Adept warriors may also use this 
weapon to pull enemies into deep mud or other environmental hazards. The medicinal herb 
culture that developed in Versh also gave rise to the use of stimulant concoctions in the guild. 
The high physical demand of navigating the wetlands often puts delm species at a 
disadvantage. These concoctions give the guild warriors energy and warmth so they can fight 



longer and harder than they could before. Guild warriors are viewed as fierce fighters in The 
Fens and have a reputation reaching as far as Seacoast City.  

Outside of the guild, many dumrii make their living as protectors for smaller settlements 
that can not afford the guild's services. Despite being viewed as a less intelligent species of 
delm, their larger stature and greater physical prowess makes them preferable guardians. They 
can fight longer than delmarie and are less concerned about spending hours trudging through 
mud. As with most of their species, they wield improvised weapons like large branch clubs or 
sharpened sticks.  

With the rise of elemental magic in the far west, The Fens is the first region to have 
access to mage craft. Many mages have come from the academy and found work both with the 
guild and as freelance beast hunters in the Fens. Others merely settle in Fen villages and 
contribute both as farmers and protectors. Most mages that choose to stay in the fens specialize 
in the elements of earth and water.  


